
Apcoa Parking AG

The facts

Whilst the Magyar Telecom case related to a deep restructuring involving a significant debt for

equity swap, Apocoa Parking AG’s recent scheme at the beginning of 2014 involved a three

month extension to the maturities of Apoca’s loans. The scheme was sanctioned by the UK High

Court in London on 14 April 2014. The purpose of the three-month maturity extension to 25 July

from 25 April allowed lenders and the group to continue deeper restructuring discussions. In

Germany insolvency laws require companies experiencing payment defaults to file for an

insolvency process within 21 days of the occurrence of the default and so the scheme allowed

the discussion to continue outside the possible shadow of an insolvency filing.

Why is the case significant?

The governing law of the debt subject to the scheme was originally German law. In order to pass

the sufficient connection test to allow the High Court to take jurisdiction the lenders agreed to

change the law of the documents to English law, a process which could be achieved by a

majority lender vote (in contrast to a higher threshold necessary for an extension of the

maturities). The court received expert evidence that the change of the governing law and

jurisdiction and the schemes themselves would be recognised in the local jurisdictions where the

scheme companies were located. In Rodenstock, Briggs J emphasized that lenders to a German

company had chosen English law to govern the law of the debt and noted “the senior lenders’

choice of English law clearly did have the consequence that their rights as lenders were liable to

be altered by any scheme sanctioned by the court”. Notwithstanding this, in the Apcoa case the

lenders had not chosen English law to govern the contract and they could not have expected an

English scheme to amend their rights and yet the court still decided it would use its discretion to

take jurisdiction so long as the change of law was valid under German law.

This is the first scheme we are aware of in the context of a leveraged structure where the law

was changed to create jurisdiction for a scheme. This judgement considerably widens the scope

of a scheme and raises the question of whether the COMI shift to achieve jurisdiction used by

Magyar Telecom BV is redundant as it is clearly simpler and more cost effective to change the

law rather than change the entire COMI of a company which may well have tax implications as it

is invariably associated with changing tax domicile to the UK. We suspect that in a high yield

context where the documentation is significantly different to English law, bond trustees will

require comfort in the form of legal opinions when amendments to the law from New York law to

English law are proposed that the change in law is not adverse to the bondholders. Whether law

firms will be able to provide opinions to the satisfaction of bond trustees is an open matter.


